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Executive Summary
Your Challenge

Common Obstacles

Info-Tech’s Approach

The world we knew came crashing down as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic. What was true yesterday no
longer applies today.

Entire business models had to be rethought and
revised – in real time with no warning.

We can learn many lessons from those who have
survived and are succeeding. They have one thing in
common though – they rely on data and analytics to:

• Governments and organizations of all sizes had to
pivot and quickly adapt to the new reality where
only one thing is certain: constant change.
• Consumer, customer, employee, and partner
behavior has changed; new needs have arisen.
• How do you know whether your new business
tactics are working?

And worse, no one knowns when (or even if) the
pandemic will end. The world and the economy will
continue to be highly uncertain, unpredictable, and
vulnerable for some time.
Business leaders need to continue experimenting to
stay in business, protect employees and supply chains,
manage financial obligations, allay consumer and
employee fears, rebuild confidence, and protect trust.

•

Help people think and know how to respond.

•

Evaluate effectiveness of new business tactics.

•

Uncover emerging trends to feed innovation.

•

Minimize uncertainty and risk.

This mini-blueprint highlights organizations and use
cases where data, analytics, and AI deliver tangible
business and human value now and in the future.

Info-Tech Insight
Learn from the pandemic survivors and super-achievers so that you too can hit the ground running in the new normal. Even better – go beyond survival, like many
of them have done: create your future by leveraging and scaling up your data and analytics investments.
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Data and analytics are the central
nervous system (CNS) of your
organization
The CNS integrates all inputs and influences the activity
of all body parts. Data and analytics are the same.
• The pandemic has shown that data and analytics are no longer optional. They are mandatory for
survival. They provide information and insights for organizations to remain operational and to
enable business continuity in this time of unprecedented disruption.
• Data and analytics are a means to know how to respond. They help people to think. All levels of
governments and public health authorities around the word are using data to track the pandemic
and its impact on individuals, businesses, and the economy at large and to make decisions. Data
and analytics are helping to fight COVID-19.
• They are also a mechanism to validate effectiveness of new public health interventions and
business tactics, to understand the direction of the shifting consumer sentiment and behavior as
those are reflected in the data, and to take action.
• Data and analytics feed new business strategies and inform emerging business models.
• Data and analytics are the central nervous system of an organization. They help you to steer
through the storms of the pandemic. And for some, to go beyond survival to reimagine the future
and position themselves to thrive in the new normal – or even to create that future.
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Business needs data-driven
insights now more than ever
“Analytics helps people to think” 1
The COVID-19 pandemic has ripped through the fabric of the world and upended
business as usual. With community lockdowns and the resulting “crash course on ecommerce, digital payments and remote working,” 2 governments and organizations
of all sizes had to quickly adapt to the new reality where only one thing is certain:
constant change.

Business leaders are having to quickly figure out how to stay in business and reach
their consumers while protecting employees and their supply chain (or finding
alternatives), managing financial contractions, struggling to comply with constantly
evolving public health guidelines, allaying consumer and employee fears, rebuilding
confidence, and protecting trust.

The world has become highly uncertain, unpredictable, and vulnerable, and it
continues to shift as we are learning more about the disease and learning which
mitigation strategies have worked and which have failed. What was normal “BC
(before coronavirus)”2 no longer holds true “AD (after domestication),”3 aka
lockdowns. As a result, business priorities, strategies, tactics, and processes have
changed as well.

To survive in this uncertain world and understand what needs to be done, leaders
unsurprisingly turned to data and analytics. As one Info-Tech member said:

In many cases entire business models had to be rethought and revised – in real time
with no warning. Whole industries are in turmoil, with no end in sight, as many
countries have entered a second wave of infection and lockdowns.

“We are often in fire-fighting mode: we are getting a lot of ad hoc requests for
information from our business partners, trying to respond to events. … People need to
react to changing conditions and they need information.”
– Avi Gusman, Sr. Director, Business Intelligence & Data Management,
Global Partners LP

Sources: 1. Unknown; 2. “The coronavirus crisis…” The Economist, 2020; 3. “Working life…” The Economist, 2020
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The pandemic created unprecedented near-real-time
demand for data and analytics across all industries
Across all industries, business stakeholders of all levels are using data and analytics to understand what their customers, consumers, citizens,
employees, and partners need now and to anticipate what they will need in the near future in order to be ready and pivot (again) as needed.

Healthcare

Government

Nonprofit

Financial Services

Operational reporting and

Impact of lockdowns on

Operational reporting and

Capitalization and cash

forecasting: number of

individuals, businesses,

forecasting of demand for

flow projections to support

available of beds,

and the economy.

services, resource

personal and business

ventilators, masks, other

Demand projections for

utilization, allocation,

financial relief packages,

PPE; ICU utilization;

stimulus and support

funding, etc. at food banks,

interest and mortgage

available personnel

packages. Impact analysis

shelters, outreach

payment deferrals.

(medical staff, nurses), etc.

of implemented measures.

programs, emergency

Resource management.

Processing of applications.

relief organizations.

Fraud detection.

Fraud detection.
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The pandemic created unprecedented near-real-time
demand for data and analytics across all industries
Across all industries, business stakeholders of all levels are using data and analytics to understand what their customers, consumers, citizens,
employees, and partners need now and to anticipate what they will need in the near future in order to be ready and pivot (again) as needed.
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Pivoting to new products.

implications of sustained
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lockdowns and alternative
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delivery methods, e.g.
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remote teaching and

reordering. Associate
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supplier management.

learning. Faculty and

management. Impact of

analysis and prevention.

Impact of pandemic
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new tactics, products, and
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services, e.g. online ordering,
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supply chains, reshoring.
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The real reason for data
and analytics
Analytics is your crystal ball into the future
“Uncertainty is the absence of future knowledge,” wrote economist Frank Knight in 1914. And
we – individuals and organizations – don’t like it: uncertainty is disorienting, it’s frightening,
and it can be devastating. (It can also mean tremendous opportunities.)1 That is why we
invest in analytics:
•

To try to predict the future

•

To measure how well we are doing compared to where we want to be

•

To learn from the past in order to prepare for the future

Analytics, especially predictive analytics, is as close as you can get to having a crystal ball.
And it is even more relevant in times of crisis and uncertainty. Analytics helps to:
•

Get timely insights into operational performance.

•

Uncover emerging trends to inform new tactics and business models.

•

Course-correct or pivot the business when needed, especially during times of crisis.

•

Try out new approaches; simulate outcomes; evaluate options, scenarios, and
constraints; and model their impact.

All of those help to minimize uncertainty and risk.
1. Koulopoulos, 2020
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Lessons from the first 100 days of the pandemic
Three data and analytics takeaways from pandemic survivors

1

2

3

Speed to decision

Agile delivery of insights

No siloes

In a world that is changing with dizzying speed
– and that will continue changing for some time
– the only way to survive is to listen to what
your customers and employees need. Right
now, tomorrow, and the day after.

These organizations have been experimenting
relentlessly and constantly. Those who
previously struggled with data siloes found a
way to link them. Those accustomed to a
Waterfall delivery model created new
analytical products in days, not months.

These survivors were able to adapt because
they learned to work together. They formed
cross-functional teams early on, or they selforganized.

Organizations who were able to pivot quickly
and come out of the first phase of the pandemic
relatively unscathed (if rather shaken) know
that. They have been trying out new tactics,
exploring new business models and service
delivery channels, and monitoring the outcomes
by analyzing data in near-real time, shrinking the
time to decision.

Such organizations have been iterating like
there is no tomorrow. Because there may not
be any. And they have been doing it with the
tools they already had.

What changed was how they did it: bypassing
legacy request intake processes and working
directly with the users.

IT and business worked side by side to solve
problems, deliver insights to guide near-term
decisions, and create hypotheses and what-if
scenarios to support contingency planning
and longer-term readiness.
They worked across – and despite –
functional and cultural barriers and showed
the power of collaboration and teamwork.
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Data and analytics maturity
Speed and agility are made possible by mature data management
The pandemic survivors are succeeding because they stand on the foundation of effective, mature data management. They also have an organizational
culture that treats data as a valuable enterprise asset – the only one that provides a reliable view into the health of the business and customer needs.
But even less-mature organizations were able to mobilize in the early stages of the crisis and quickly delivered insights that their stakeholders needed.

Data Culture
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Never let a good crisis
go to waste
Use this time to invest in and mature
your data and analytics capabilities
•

Crises like the COVID-19 pandemic, the financial crisis of 2008-09 before
it, and Y2K reveal flaws and deficiencies.

•

They are also an opportunity to rethink, reevaluate, reinvent, and reinvest.

•

Leverage lessons learned from the COVID-19 pandemic to modernize,
mature, and evolve your organization’s existing data management and
analytics capabilities.

•

You will need these capabilities to support and empower the business as
it is building the future.

Info-Tech Insight
Get your data foundation in order. Without sound data management, the
data you collect is useless. Invest now – there may not be a tomorrow.
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Mature your
data and
analytics
capabilities
Follow these practices to
strengthen the foundation of
decision making

1

Ensure your data architecture is aligned with your business architecture.

2

Revisit your data integration strategy to support (near) real-time analytics. Make
sure your data integration strategy is driven by business activities and end-user
needs.

3

Learn how to quickly integrate data outside of what your organization currently
collects (which may not be enough to understand how customer needs are
changing).

4

Revisit – and revive – your master data management program. A crisis is no
excuse for sloppiness. And there are no temporary solutions. All temporary
solutions tend to become permanent sooner or later.

5

Break down functional siloes, support collaboration, and empower distributed
decision making through right-sized data governance.
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Mature your
data and
analytics
capabilities
Follow these practices to
transform from decision
support to decision influencer

1

Treat your data as a strategic and corporate asset. Create or mature your
enterprise data strategy to meet the needs of the business and continue driving
transformation.

2

You have a slew of BI and analytics tools, some legacy, some cutting-edge. It’s
time to review and evaluate to ensure you are still meeting needs and are well
positioned for the future.

3

Take your game to the next level – evaluate AI and your organization’s
readiness to take advantage of the technology.

4

“Garbage in, garbage out” applies to analytics and BI. It is even more dangerous
with AI. Ensure your data quality can stand the scrutiny of artificial intelligence
and machine learning.

5

Create a data-driven culture, promote collaboration, and build an ecosystem of
partnership and data sharing within and outside of your organization. We will
succeed or fail together.
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From survival to stability
As business needs change, so does the
demand for data and analytics
Predictive analytics and automation are taking center stage
With the first phase of the pandemic (almost) over, organizations’ focus and
investment priorities are changing as well.
While during the early stages the goal was to prevent the bleeding and the pain,
find tactics to stay afloat, and continue generating revenue, many organizations
have now stabilized and entered a new phase where COVID-19-related activities
are being operationalized. In the words of a member:
“COVID-19 work will not stop; it is becoming more operational, which
is allowing us to focus back on other initiatives.”
– Executive, Dept. of Technology, large US state
As a result, data and analytics are being used in different ways, and there is
renewed – and increased – demand for advanced analytic capabilities and
interest in technologies that promise to automate processes, expedite decision
making, and engage customers in new ways.

Pivoting

Stabilizing

Containing
costs

Innovating

Rebuilding
operations

Reimagining

Surviving

Creating the
future
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Leverage AI to innovate and
get ahead of competition
Beyond chatbots and cognitive automation
• Many organizations are also using the pandemic to innovate and to find opportunities to
achieve competitive advantage and expand their market share – through AI and ML.

• When considering use cases for AI in the context of your organization, it is worth
remembering that dynamics have changed: the focus is less on exploration and “toy” AI
projects and more on use cases that can deliver tangible business results.
• There is going to be more scrutiny of AI/ML projects with very high organizational
visibility. Such projects will need to be more focused and run more tightly.

Info-Tech Insight
Now is not the time to hesitate or focus entirely on cost reduction. Crises weed out the weakest
and create opportunities to innovate. To learn where others in your industry are leveraging AI
and ML, consult Info-Tech’s blueprint Get Started With AI. To learn about tactics to innovate in
uncertainly, use the blueprint Evolve Your Business Through Innovation.

63%
Number of
respondents who
reported revenue
increases from AI
adoption in the
business units where
their companies use AI
– McKinsey & Company, 2019
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Start with “boring” AI
Less “trendy” AI applications deliver more
business value
Rather than chasing fancy AI technologies and buzz – especially if you are just starting
with AI and data science – start small and focus on solving real business issues and
delivering insights to help business leaders incrementally improve operations and decision
making.

• One global retailer is saving $30 million annually by having solved when to dim or turn
off the lights in the frozen aisle sections in their supermarkets (Databricks, 2019).
Beside the obvious energy savings, keeping the lights dimmed or turning them off
allows retailers to extend the shelf life of displayed frozen goods (Upshine).
• Another retailer saves $20 million per year having optimized recycling pick-up schedule
for their carton packaging (Databricks, 2019).
Neither uses cutting-edge AI, relying instead on good old-fashioned regression models.

Info-Tech Insight
Is either of these use cases sexy? No. Do they deliver significant business value? Yes.
Where can your organization leverage analytics and AI to optimize its processes?
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